
Pandy’s Meadowlands Selections for Saturday, December 11 

Note: My odds-line for my top four contenders is based on what I think each horse’s chances 

are to win the race. For instance, if I make a horse 4-1, I think the horse’s chances of winning 

are about 20%, so if the same exact race was run ten times, he’d win it twice. If I make all of 

the horses about the same odds, that’s an indication that I think the race is wide open, or that 

I can’t pinpoint a horse that appears to have a strong edge.  

Meadowlands Race Picks 

by Bob Pandolfo 

RACE 1 

5 GEEZ JOE 5-1 

6 BLACK CHEVRON N 2-1 

2 YACHT SEELSTER 5-2 

7 CAVIART LUCA 5-1 

GEEZ JOE got a confident-boosting win against weaker two back then stepped up to the top claiming level 

and drew post 7, gunned to the lead in :26.2, yielded, chased a wicked pace and held well considering. 

Drops with improved form and he certainly has the class to upset…BLACK CHEVRON N left and worked out 

a perfect trip for Dunn to beat similar and has a shot from on or off the pace…YACHT SEELSTER remains in 

good form with a chance…CAVIART LUCA took a lot of air from post 9 last week and held nicely; gets a 

better post tonight.  

RACE 2 

4 OURLITTLEGENERAL A** 6-1 

5 GYPSY LEATHER 10-1 

2 BUSH MAN N 15-1 

1 GALACTIC GALLEON N 4-1 

OURLITTLEGENERAL A highest money earner in the field showed some life in last at Freehold and chased 

better fields the last two times he raced here; upset call in a wide open race that lacks a clear cut 

favorite…GYPSY LEATHER had no shot from post 7 in last at Freehold and had an impossible trip in a quick 

race for this type two back; the driver change to Dunn is significant…BUSH MAN N chased a solid pace two 

back and held the show behind a sharp winner who came right back to win again, then he got shuffled 

behind a gapping horse in last; rarely wins but if he races the way he did two back he might be live at a 

price…GALACTIC GALLEON N might be the one to beat here;  veteran has been racing in the amateur 

driver ranks and could wake up with the big switch to Gingras.  

RACE 3 

7 MINDTRIP 9-5 

4 JUST N ACE 6-1 

1 RISKY MILLION 3-1 

6 ARCHANGEL THREE 4-1 

MINDTRIP had post 8 in a better field, left, tucked 5th then had to grind without cover. He won his 

previous three starts against similar…JUST N ACE raced okay against similar; both starts over this track 

have been good and he gets Dunn in the bike for a high-percentage barn…RISKY MILLION was first over in 

a good try in his last start three weeks ago…ARCHANGEL THREE has been racing pretty well at this level.  

RACE 4 

4 NOME HANOVER 2-1 

2 SWEET TRUTH 4-1 

3 ATTA BOY DAN 4-1 

9 REAL KID 4-1 



NOME HANOVER came off a six month layoff and flashed good late pace in last and I’ll give him the nod in 

a pretty wide open race.  

 

RACE 5 

9 PARKLANE JET 4-1 

10 BANK SEA 4-1 

8 CHICKEN NUGGET 4-1 

4 JEFF’S JOURNEY 12-1 

PARKLANE JET went off at high odds in his last two starts at Philadelphia but raced okay. In his last start 

here he finished willingly from post 10 and he’s capable of leaving…BANK SEA was in with faster horses in 

last and he beat similar here two back…CHICKEN NUGGET finished sharply to mow down similar and 

seems to prefer being covered up…JEFF’S JOURNEY had post 10 two back then broke in last and got into a 

bad spot after recovering. Gets a big driver change, has won a couple of races at this track, and could 

improve at a price.  

RACE 6 

2 BET NINETEEN 8-5 

3 LEON DAVID 9-5 

6 PALOMAR 7-1 

7 TYPHOON STRIDE N 6-1 

BET NINETEEN has proven to be an astute claim for Bill Gordon and trainer James Guagliardo, who 

plucked this 3yo from a $15,000 claiming race at Hoosier on Oct. 9 and he’s climbed the ladder winning 5 

of his 7 starts for them…LEON DAVID had tailed off at Hoosier but he came in here and snapped back to 

life with a career best 1:49.3 win. He was sold after that and leaves the Burke barn but has to be 

respected…PALOMAR finished quickly in an improved effort in last…TYPHOON STRIDE N best needed.  

RACE 7 

5 OUR MAX PHACTOR N 5-2 

6 CASUAL COOL 5-2 

10 DE LOS CIELOS DEO 8-1 

2 BULLVILLE TERROR 10-1 

OUR MAX PHACTOR N had tough posts against better at Yonkers then faltered on the lead in last at 

Philadelphia. He took his career mark over this track and Andy might revert to off the pace tactics 

tonight…CASUAL COOL is a solid racehorse but he’s done most of his earning over three and four turn 

tracks, although he’s only raced here three times, and has yet to hit the board. He had post 9 against 

tougher in return from a layoff and we’ll probably find out if he can make the adjustment to the big track 

tonight…DE LOS CIELOS DEO broke in last, which was a raced he needed after a sick scratch. He drops 

and if he’s right he’s quite capable of going a big mile…BULLVILLE TERROR drops and might be a potential 

price factor in exotics if Marcus can work out a trip.  

RACE 8 

2 EL JACKO N 7-2 

8 FEELING CAM LUCKY 4-1 

9 THESPYWHOLOVEDME 4-1 

5 SHAMMA LAMMA 7-1 

EL JACKO N ships in from Hoosier where he’s been racing well against similar…FEELING CAM LUCKY 

shipped in from Freehold and went a strong mile on the front end from post 9 to win an amateur driver 

race…THESPYWHOLOVEDME left and was shuffled with pace in last…SHAMMA LAMMA has been chasing 

some quick horses and the drop into the claiming ranks might be ideal.  



RACE 9 

5 DECISION DAY 6-1 

3 QUICK SHOT 6-1 

1 ITALIAN DELIGHT N 6-1 

8 SHNITZLEDOMETHIN 6-1 

DECISION DAY is a classy veteran, droops, may be closing off a disputed pace…QUICK SHOT finished well 

in his first try here…ITALIAN DELIGHT N was not in an easy spot in a race that went quick for the class in 

last; McCarthy’s choice has a shot…SHNITZLEDOSOMETHIN is a fast horse but was noticeably short off the 

two month layoff in last; drops for sharp outfit and can improve.  

RACE 10 

5 VETTEL N 8-5 

3 PATRIKTHEPIRANHA A 7-2 

6 SEMI TOUGH 7-2 

7 SAVE ME A DANCE 5-1 

RACE 11 

5 STRAIGHT TALK 7-2 

1 JK WILL POWER 8-1 

4 AVION SEELSTER 8-1 

7 WALKNAFTER MIDNIGHT 8-1 

RACE 12 

8 MY DELIGHT 8-1 

2 SADIQ HANOVER 5-2 

4 VIRGIN STORM 5-2 

3 MONTEFALCO N 8-1 

MY DELIGHT had post 7 against tougher at Yonker; has 2 wins in 7 starts over this track and gets 

Dunn…SADIQ HANOVER is more of a small track horse but he drops and moves inside and looks like the 

one to beat…VIRGIN STORM takes a sharp drop in class but has also struggled over this 

track…MONTEFALCO N brushed to the lead and stopped cold in last, which prompted McCarthy to move to 

the other Kelvin Harrison horse, Baileys Rock N.  

RACE 13 

6 MY PAL JOE 5-1 

4 LET IT RIDE N 6-5 

5 BACKSTREET SHADOW 2-1 

3 COVERED BRIDGE 6-1 

MY PAL JOE finished well in a race he had to need off a five month layoff…LET IT RIDE N was used hard in 

a swift pace and didn’t tire that badly…BACKSTREET SHADOW is a classy horse, returns for a barn that 

can get them ready.  

RACE 14 

2 PIG IRON 6-1 

1 BEANTOWN SPORT 5-2 

9 MR D’S DRAGON 4-1 

3 ALI 8-1 

BEST BET: OURLITTLEGENERAL A 2nd Race 


